Scope Buddy Aspiration Tubing Connectors

Inlet (Part A)

1 Inlet Tube Adapter - Connect to ‘IN’ Port on Scope Buddy
2 Inlet Tube (open end) - Connect to endoscope’s suction connector

Outlet (Part B)

3 Outlet Tube Adapter - Connect to ‘OUT’ Port on Scope Buddy
4 Outlet Tube (open end) - Place under water in sink

Additional Required Endoscope Connections (Sold separately)

MH-856 Suction Valve

S1 C1 C2

Additional Instructions

- Ensure that the distal end of the endoscope and the weighted end of the MH-856 are both submerged.
- Turn on the Scope Buddy Endoscope Flushing Aid and press the START switch, at the same time depress the SUCTION button and observe flow through the MH-856. During this process, fluid will be pumped back to the sink.
- For decontamination of the Scope Buddy Aspiration Tubing, refer to Scope Buddy Decontamination Procedure. Decontaminate Scope Buddy Aspiration tubing using the same process as Scope Buddy tubing.

Warnings & Cautions

Read all instructions prior to use. Failure to follow these may result in aspiration flushing of endoscopes. Refer to Scope Buddy Flushing Aid User Manual for additional instructions.

If you have any questions regarding Scope Buddy Aspiration Tubing connections, in the U.S., please contact Medivators Technical Support at 1-800-444-4729. Outside the U.S., please contact your Medivators Distributor.
SCOPE BUDDY® FLUSHING AID CONNECTION DIAGRAM

NOTE: Refer to SCOPE BUDDY Flushing Aid User Manual for operating instructions.

MEDIVATORS® and SCOPE BUDDY® are registered trademarks of Medivators Inc. OLYMPUS® is a registered trademark of Olympus Corporation.

Connect Inlet Tube Adapter to ‘IN’ Port on SCOPE BUDDY.

Connect Outlet Tube Adapter to ‘OUT’ Port on SCOPE BUDDY.

Place Outlet Tube (open end) under water in sink.

Insert Suction Valve in Suction Port.

Connect Inlet Tube (open end) to endoscope’s suction connector.

MH-856 to Biopsy Inlet Port.
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